
 

 

BIG EVENT 2015: “Shake it Up: Fresh approaches to volunteering”! 
 

Thursday, 2nd July, 2015  
at the International Lawn Tennis Centre, College Road, Eastbourne, BN21 4JJ 

 

With the increasing demand for volunteers, volunteer recruitment remains one of the top 3 challenges 
local organisations face. The demand for volunteers is growing. Can this challenge be met, or have we 
reached a peak in East Sussex? Join us to explore different ways to grow and strengthen your 
volunteer base.  

from 9:00      ARRIVAL AND REGISTRATION  

9:00 – 11:00  ADVICE FAIR  
Over  40 stalls providing information about free and low cost services and support for 
your organisation and service users (incl. funding advice, accountancy and legal 
services). This year we will also have a lot of useful resources on volunteering and will 
showcase some new, innovative volunteering projects, so you can learn from others and 
try out new ideas.  

 

11.15 – 1.00  CONFERENCE  

The conference will focus on sharing solutions from across East Sussex and beyond.  

Opening Speech: Kristen Stephenson, NCVO Volunteer Management and Good Practice 
Manager 
Kristen worked extensively with organisations across the country on volunteering, co-written reports 
and guides. Visit her blog to read more on what she's been up to recently. She will share a number of 
examples from organisations across England and great hands-on resources you can use to develop 
new things yourself. 

Speakers will cover key topics and have ample time to take questions:  

• Micro volunteering – how could this work for your organisation and for potential volunteers 
wanting to give their time?   

Kristen Stephenson, NCVO Volunteer Management and Good Practice Manager is an author of 
“Giving a little time. A practical guide to exploring and developing the potential of micro-volunteering 
for your organisation.” She worked with colleagues at Institute for Volunteering Research on the micro 
volunteering research, worked with many organisations across the country on developing micro 
volunteering and understanding how micro volunteering can work.    
 

• Supported Volunteering – How can you involve a more diverse range of volunteers? 

Angie Lowe, Support Worker works with Hastings Furniture Service (HFS) who has got years of 
experience in engaging volunteers from diverse backgrounds and with diverse abilities who helped 
them grow their organisation and support HFS gives to local communities – lots of lessons learnt to 
share!   



• Community involvement, good neighbours – what works locally, what are the barriers and 
challenges, could it work for your organisation?  

We have asked 4 local organisations (Action in rural Sussex, Age Concern Eastbourne, Rother 
Voluntary Action and SCDA) who have experience in working with local communities and supporting 
them to develop good neighbourhood relationships to share their experiences. They all work in 
different areas across the county, both rural, urban and semi urban settings and have been trying out 
different approaches. They all currently deliver pilot programme Building Stronger Bridges. 
 

• Successful volunteer recruitment – how to attract more people to your organisation?  

Lee Shepherd, VCES (Volunteer Centre East Sussex) expert will share the most common mistakes to 
learn from and some simple ideas that can make a difference. Lee has got over 20 years of experience 
of working with Volunteer Centres, Volunteer Managers and volunteering programmes in London and 
the South East.  

 
1:15 – 2:15  LUNCH & NETWORKING  

 
2:15 – 3:15    MASTERCLASSES  
 
Delegates can pre-book and attend one of five masterclasses. This session will allow you to learn 
more on the chosen topic, get to know some top tips, available resources and toolkits as well as 
discuss the topics with our expert speakers.   
 
There are limited places available at 4 masterclasses directly linked to the morning presentations: 

• Micro-volunteering with Kristen Stephenson  

• Supported Volunteering with Theresa Hodge from SENDPO (South East 
Network of Disabled People’s Organisations)  

• Successful volunteer recruitment with Lee Shepherd  

• Community involvement, good neighbours (discussion group) with Building 
Stronger Bridges pilot organisations  
 

As well as: 

• Managing the ‘People’ risk – getting it right (Neil Franklin of Sussex-based UK Charity 
Insurance) 
“It was all fine until we started working with People” – how many times have you heard, or even 
used, that phrase? The thing is, while having the potential to be your greatest asset your people 
are also capable of causing both the most problems and the most damage. If you have 
volunteers you need to understand both the responsibilities and risks they bring to your 
organisation. 
 
Delivered by UK Charity Insurance, who are experts in the third sector and sponsor of this 
year's Big Event, this masterclass will help organisations to consider the implications of 
recruiting staff and using volunteers. You’ll come away with a clear understanding of your role 
and an action plan for managing or reducing the risks - to give you the best chance of making 
volunteering work most effectively for you. In addition you’ll be guided through the roles and 
responsibilities of perhaps the most crucial of volunteers – the trustee – exploring the impact on 
them as individuals and the organisation if they fail to fulfil their roles effectively. 
 

 
 

The Big Event 2015 is supported by 

 
 
 

 
 

The Big Event is organised by SpeakUp Forum www.speakupforum.org.uk  


